The mathematical model

Snow contribution: ion exclusion
Supplementary Fig. 1 shows the response of the Stein's model for snow ion exclusion throughout the parameter space to highlight that the maximum CF value increases nonlinearly with SWE and the snow ion exclusion coefficient parameter s  . Accounting for these relationships in the prediction of nutrient loads from melting snow is an essential step for adequately distinguishing the contribution of the snow from that of the plant residue. Supplementary Fig. 2 
Plant residue contribution: nutrient leaching
Additional experimental results
Snow properties
Supplementary Table 1 shows the measured properties of the snow used in the experiment. The total mass was calculated by multiplying the average density of the snow (500 kg/m 3 ) by the dimensions of the experimental cells (10x10cm) and the average depth of snow added at top of the residue (20 cm). This results in a snowpack with a height of approximately 30 cm (plant residue height was about 10 cm), which was considered a good compromising between the practicality of the experiment and the order of magnitude found in the Prairies
Predicted Load Factors
Supplementary Fig. 3 shows the estimated LF values computed for the 5-FTC case. Results show high initial LF values for Cl, which indicated that Cl from the plant residue was rapidly mobilized during early snowmelt. Note that LF represents a mass/load factor from plant residue only and, therefore, it is independent of the magnitude of concentrations and excludes the snow contribution. These results might suggest that Cl originates primarily from atmospheric deposition, which accumulates at the surface of the residue. In the case of NO3 and PO4, the maximum initial LF values are smaller than those observed for Cl (Table in Fig. 6 of the manuscript) but remain high and above one for a longer period. This is probably due to nutrient release from within plants caused by FTC involving the rupture of plant cells, which likely follows a more diffuse and tortuous transport pathway to the melting snow. The high Cl values may also indicate road salt from nearby highways.
Additional discussion of the results
The predicted snow ion exclusion coefficient
The predicted ion exclusion coefficients   s  indicate that snow ions are eluted differently, with snow PO4 and NO3 being more readily released to meltwater than Cl (excluding SO4 due to model unsatisfactory model performance). This is related to the ability of ions to form hydrogen bonds and to their hydrated radii, and the results are in agreement with previous research that indicates the following most common elution order: SO4 >NO3 >NH 4 >K >Ca >H >Na >Cl (e.g., Brimblecombe et al., 1985; Johannessen and Henriksen, 1978; Johannessen et al., 1977; Costa and Pomeroy, under review) . The predicted parameter T L , which is the total plant nutrient leaching load, is 8 times higher for PO4 than for NO3, which in agreement with the experimental results. Finally, parameter * T , which is the fraction of the total duration of melt remaining when LF equals one (see Section 2.5.2), is higher for Cl than for NO3 and PO4. Similarly to parameter s  discussed above, this indicates that plant Cl has been released faster to meltwater than NO3 and PO4.
Contribution of the proposed model to the existing modelling capacity
Our model could be further refined to simulate the effect of residue type on nutrient release. The Winter Cereals Survival Model developed by (Fowler and Greer, 2003) , for instance, was designed to determine winterkill on a field scale and captures processes such as plant cold acclimation and cold temperature tolerance, and has implications to the modelling of P release from perennial forage grasses subject to frost. Plant cold acclimation and cold temperature tolerance depend on the plant species genetics, the sequence of cold temperature changes to allow for acclimation, the extent of exposure to near-lethal temperatures, and stage of growth (i.e., vegetative or reproductive). These factors are beyond the scope of our current model, but their inclusion could be explored in the future. 
